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Hunt & Mitton Presents & Exhibits at 

CloroSur 2022 in Brazil 

CloroSur, the association of Latin American Chlor-Alkali Producers and 

Partners held their 12th Technical Conference and Technical workshop 

and Exhibition 20 to 23 November in Bahia Brazil. Hunt & Mitton 

presented a look at the Euro Chlor approval process for Bellows Seal 

Globe Control Valves Performance v Zero Leakage Emissions. 

Producers from Argentina, Paraguay, Ecuador, Columbia, Mexico and 

Brazil were in attendance. HMV were supported by our distributors EBP 

Solutions based in Sao Paulo Brazil and our thanks goes to Marcelo 

who assisted in all aspects of a very busy and successful exhibition 

and has a long list of follow up invitations to fulfil over the next few 

months.  

Hunt & Mitton Chosen for Chlorine 

Service in Poland 

The largest chlorine producer in Poland chose Hunt & Mitton’s Series 

8800/8801 bellows seal globe isolation valves for their liquid chlorine 

application used in the storage of chlorine in the south west of Poland 

where most of the chlorine will be used for water treatment. Working 

along side our distributors Dawcul we successfully negotiated the 

contract. A total of 21 valves have been supplied to this application and 

we appreciate the efforts of Kris and Tomasz from the local Dawcul office.  

Hunt & Mitton Extends its Support for Europe   

To assist customers within the European Union and their PED documentation 

requirements, we have established a company in the Netherlands. The new 

company located in Amsterdam will allow us to further improve our support to our 

customers and distributors, ensuring our commitment to the high customer service 

levels that we offer. 

Chlor-Alkali Success in Southern India for Hunt & Mitton 

When it came to choosing which brand to trust with their investment in their  chlor-alkali 

plant this new customer chose our HMV brand. The end user has placed their faith in our 

range of actuated isolation and Bellows seal Globe Control valves to ensure the safe and 

accurate control of the chlorine service in Southern India. We welcome them to our 

growing network of end users and look forward to further developing our supply to them in 

2023. 

USA End User Acceptances add to a Strong 2022 

Our exclusive USA distributor Chemflow Products have been very busy behind 

the scenes working with end users throughout the year. Strategic successes 

have resulted in HMV products now being accepted by some of the biggest 

names in the chlor-alkali sector in the USA.  Customers in Calvert City,  El 

Dorado, Magnolia and Geismar all use Hunt & Mitton products for their 

hazardous chemical applications. Congratulations to the team at Chemflow for 

their hard work in getting  this strategic work completed.  As a result, we all 

look forward to more growth in the year ahead. 


